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ZELIG-CFS is a succession model (gap type) that represents the main processes of individual-

tree and stand growth, including light interception, competition and environmental constraints on 

growth, regeneration establishment and mortality: 

                               

As it has a mechanistic basis, ZELIG-CFS is well adapted for simulating the development of 

uneven-aged mixed forest types with complex structures. Input (Initialization) files to run 

simulations with ZELIG-CFS include species-specific ecological properties, monthly mean 

temperatures, monthly precipitations, soil texture, species-specific potential annual germination 

rate (number of seedlings/m2), and tree list of tree numbers, species code and dbh. More 

information about ZELIG-CFS may be found in Larocque et al. (2011). The file 

“Input_LaMauricie_Controls_Version3.csv” included on this web site is an example of a typical 

input file to run ZELIG-CFS. Every input file may contain input data for several sample plots. 

The simulations for each sample plot are executed sequentially. 
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The application “Create_InputFiles_ZELIG-CFS.exe” is used to create input files for 

ZELIG-CFS. All the variables in the first line, which are automatically defined by 

“Create_InputFiles_ZELIG-CFS.exe”, are defined in Appendix 1. The file 

“UserGuide_CreateInpFiles_ZELIG-CFS.pdf” included on this web site describes how to use 

“Create_InputFiles_ZELIG-CFS.exe”. 

The simulations performed using ZELIG-CFS are managed by AMSIMOD, which is also 

available on this web site, along with a user’s guide. Models managed by AMSIMOD are 

defined within projects. The file “LaMauricie_Project.pro”, included on this web site, is an 

example of an AMSIMOD project (Figure 1).  

 

                               

Figure 1: Window in AMSIMOD to enter or edit the different names of the files necessary 

to run ZELIG-CFS. 

 

In the example of Figure 1, there are different edit fields to enter the name of the model, 

the input (initialization) file(s), the intervention file(s) (if necessary) and simulation result 

file(s). The result files listed in the example of Figure 1 contain different types of 
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simulation results: 

- Treedbh_output: Individual-tree growth results grouped by sample plot, species and 

simulation year; 

- BasalArea_Output: Basal area results grouped by sample plot, species and simulation 

year; 

- Density_Output: Number of trees grouped by sample plot, species, dbh class and 

simulation year; 

- PlotsInfo_output: Information about individual sample plots; 

- QGIS_Output: List of the names of plot position files for each sample plot simulated in 

a project. The plot position files are used by Quantum GIS to visualize 

some types of results (see AMSIMOD user’s guide). These files are 

provided in an input file for ZELIG-CFS by the end of the tree cohort 

data. The file Sample_Plot_Position_Files.zip contains all the plot 

position files associated with the sample plot data in the input file 

“Input_LaMauricie_Controls_Version3.csv” 
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Appendix 1: Definitions of the most important variables included in a typical input data file to perform simulations with ZELIG-

CFS. 

Variable Definition 

Aire_observation Name of the area where simulations are conducted 
ParcNum Plot number 
ParcID Plot identification (used to distinguish the different plots in an input file) 

PlotArea and shape Area and shape of the sample plot. 
LAT Latitude 
LONG Longitude 
Altitude Altitude 
NbYears Number of years in the simulation 
IntervalPrintout Interval between printouts 
QGIS code 0 if no data for Quantum GIS or 1 if data are available 

FieldCap Field capacity (cm of water at 0.1 bar).  
WiltPoint Wilting point (cm of water at -15.0 bar) 
SoilFert Soil fertility expressed as maximum annual above-ground woody formation (Mg ha

-1 
year

-1
) 

Tjanvier to TDecembre Average monthly temperatures (Deg. C) 
TSDJanvier to TSDDecembre Standard deviations for average monthly temperatures 
Pjanvier to PDecember Monthly precipitations (cm) 
PSDJanvier to PSDDecember Standard deviations for monthly precipitation 
Seed Potential number of seedlings per m

2 
that originate from natural regeneration 

Stocking Proportion of the area that the seedlings of a species can occupy 

Dbh(cm) Diameter at breast height (cm) of the trees in a sample plot 

 


